
LITERARY MADNESS
SOCIETY

Want to host a board game night with someone outside of your

immediate family, but also want to practice good social distancing? Good news!

You can. Just pull up Skype or Facetime or some other video call service and

give these games a try. 

 

Requires Both Parties to Own the Board Game

 

Dominion: Play exactly l ike normal, except each player has to

announce what they are buying, and the other player must take their opponent’s

bought cards out of the deck.

 

Pandemic: Is this too close to home? Maybe. But cooperative

games are fun over Skype. You can play this with only one board, but it ’s much

harder and requires a really good camera set-up that can see the whole board.

This plays exactly as normal, except players need to be good about tell ing

their remote buddies which cards they drew (and might want to write down each

other’s cards for reference). Announce your actions clearly and make sure both

boards stay the same the whole time!

 

Ticket to Ride: Slightly more complex, but super fun! One party

sets up the trainyard/draw pile, then holds up the other party’s route tickets

one by one to the camera. That party writes down the cities and point value and

chooses which to keep as usual. For the rest of the game, keep the camera fixed

on the trainyard/draw pile. Both parties set up their board. Every action has

to be announced (“Put my red trains on the yellow route from San Francisco to

Los Angeles”), and both parties play the trains on the board so they match.

 

 



For drawing cards: The non-trainyard party sorts their trains by

color and keeps them face up. When the non-trainyard party draws on their turn,

they announce what they are drawing, taking it from their sorted piles, and the

trainyard party removes those cards from the trainyard and sets them aside

facedown in a special pile—the “remote hand” of the non-trainyard party. ( If

they draw blind, the trainyard party shows the non-trainyard party their card

and then puts it in the “remote hand” without looking at it.) When it ’s time to

shuffle, the non-trainyard party just has to tell the trainyard party which

cards are sti l l  in their hand that have not been played. The trainyard party

fishes those cards out of the “remote hand” pile and shuffles the rest.

 

All other play proceeds as normal.

 

Requires One Party to Own the Board Game

 

Mad Gab: Just make sure the opposing team can see the card

clearly. This one is easy and fun.

 

Codenames: One side sets up a board and sends a picture of the

cards to their opponents, who usually write all the words down and marks their

correct/incorrect/bystander answers. It ’s easier when the codemasters are in

the same location, but you can make it work without that if you’re careful.

 

Welcome to the Dungeon: This is a more obscure (but fun and

inexpensive) card game. You’l l  need to text a picture of the adventurer and

gear you’re using to your opponents so they can refer to it ( I  suggest they

write it down so they can remove pieces as they’re removed in the game). Each

round, show the other party their monster card secretly and have them tell you

whether to put it in the dungeon or take it out.

 

Love Letter: Again, this mostly involves showing the remote

party their cards secretly and having them tell you which to play. Just be

careful not to get mixed up with left and right commands!

 

 



Requires No Board Games

 

Modified Pictionary :  One person decides on the image to be

drawn; another is the drawer, and anyone remaining guesses. Try to give prompts

that won’t be immediately obvious: “Disney World” or “lumberjack” is better

than “cat.” The drawer has 30 seconds to create the masterpiece. The guessers

get five attempts to get it r ight (you can adjust both the time l imit and

number of guesses to modify the difficulty level).

 

Charades:  Similar concept as above, but you’l l  need a wider area

of view for the camera to act something out (better on laptops/tablets than

phones). Play with the time l imit and number of guesses unti l  you find what

works for your crew.

 

Battleship: Both people can draw or print a 10X10 grid, marked

“A-J” on one side and “1-10” on the other. Then, shade in your ships: Aircraft

Carrier (5 squares), Battleship (4 squares), Cruiser (3 squares), Submarine (3

squares), Destroyer (2 squares). Play the game like normal from there!

 

Twister:  Just kidding. This would be absurdly hard.


